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editorial
Dear Readers,

of this edition. “Experts in Foam” is our slogan
– and we think our 75 years of experience is
proof of this.

last year already seems an age away; however
we’d still like to take another look back on it.
In many ways it was an important year for us.
In September 2013 we celebrated the anniversary of our company’s founding for the 75th
time. For us, this wasn’t just an opportunity to
celebrate – it was also a perfect opportunity to
reflect on our strengths and skills and on how
we can now, more than ever, best put them to
our customers’ needs.

Another important event which took place in
2013 was the K rubber trade fair held in Düsseldorf every three years (see Review on p.3).
K 2013 was the perfect platform for us to
launch our new, sharper profile. We were
proud to present the variety of products our
company offers to an international audience
under the slogan “Solutions in Foam”.

As part of last year’s insight.special to celebrate our 75th anniversary (available for download from www.koepp.de/service), we decided to put together a history of the KÖPP
family-owned business. During this research,
we saw once more just how far our experience
and skills had developed over the 75 years we
have been on the scene. Our focus was brought
back onto the proverbial “bigger picture” that is
all so easy to lose sight of with the everyday
running of the business. These strengths, such
as our 40-year experience in manufacturing
cellular rubber, came once more to the forefront. Our skills with foamed rubber mouldings
– KÖPP is one of very few manufacturers in
the European market – also play a considerable
role.
We’ll be explaining more about this expertise
and what advantages it offers you, our valued
customers, in the technology.special section

Our customers take advantage of our skills as
dealers, manufacturers, processors and service providers on a daily basis, although we
have realised we are not always
able to make it clear just how
wide the range of services we
offer really is. We need to make
YEARS
YEARS
it much clearer to our customers
the significant advantages our
Celebrating their anniversaries in 2014 –
unique combination of services
congratulations!
Our congratulations to
offers – feedback we also
received frequently at the trade
A total of 115 years of experience and
25 years in the company:
fair. As a consequence, our
loyalty!
• Claudia Schwarzer
This year we’re proud to congratulate four
goal for 2014 is to make the
Aachen plant 06/03/2014
of our employees on their extra special anniadvantages of our “one-stop
• Ralph Schmitt
versaries working here at the company with
Aachen plant 11/09/2014
shop” principle much clearer.
us, and we thank them for their decades of
• Bärbel Nitschke-Elsen
And that’s just what we want to
support! Our slogan “Experts in Foam” is a
Aachen plant 01/12/2014
motivation for our employees to carry on
do starting with this issue.

anniversaries

putting their experience and expertise into
the company for many years. As motivated
team players. As experienced colleagues.
And as experts.

40

40 years in the company:
• Heinz Schmetz
Aachen plant 11/02/2014
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We hope you enjoy reading the
new insight.
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profiles

review
Our new

“Experts in Foam”
“Solutions in Foam” – the
winning track on “Rubber Street”
When 3,200 manufacturers, processors and machine
builders in the plastic and rubber industry come together
to present their products to over 200,000 visitors, you
can expect KÖPP to be there. For over 40 years now the
company has been a regular at the world’s most important trade fair in the sector.
Right from the beginning we teamed
up with our trade fair partners Lanxess
to promote “Rubber Street” as a
forum for our products and services.
The fair is not just a place for KÖPP
to make new contacts; it is also the
perfect place for lively exchange with
others in the sector as the barometer
for future trends in the needs of the
market and a hotbed of new ideas.
“Once again, K has lived up to its
promise,” says Marketing Director
Christof Carduck. “We have made
contact with lots of new qualified
people, but more than that we’ve been
able to present our ‘Solutions in Foam’
concept, i.e. our company-wide
solution-based approach – to both
existing and new customer groups
on a long-term basis”.
“one-stop shop”
Exactly what “one-stop shop” means
for KÖPP is now much clearer.
Dealer, manufacturer, processor and
service provider: KÖPP is all of them.
“We realised that a lot of our customers
didn’t actually realise just how broad

our product palette of expanded
products really is.
Often our customers will only deal with
one of these areas of competence,
but it is precisely our company-wide
solution-based approach that offers
them added value, the optimum
product and the best and fastest
solution” explains Christof Carduck.
“Our aim was to get that across much
better this time at the K, so we did
our best to move away from concentrating on the individual products we
sell, manufacture or process and
emphasised our company-wide skills
as dealer, manufacturer, processor
and service provider in one”.
The result: expert visitors were able
to recognise our profile better and
customers could be give more tailormade information. This, in turn, had a
very positive effect on the meetings
held at the fair: “We generated quite a
few project requests and had intensive
and promising talks. We’re concentrating very hard on this “post-fair” business at the moment – it really has had
a remarkable effect on our business”.

Markus Peitz
technical sales
filtering technology
“Before starting at KÖPP I
was responsible for selling
PE foam mouldings in the automotive industry.
I’ve built up a long and successful relationship
with KÖPP over time – the company had always
made a very good impression on me thanks to its
high-quality products, broad presence and striking solution-based approach. These were all crucial arguments for changing job to work at KÖPP.
My customers can now take advantage of my sales
knowledge as an expert in foam in the very demanding filtering technology sector. Just like the
company, I see myself as providing a complete
solution: I don’t concentrate on just the part I’m
selling – I always keep my customer’s overall needs
at the back of my mind. For me, this is what an
honest, equal business rela-tionship is all about”.

Sascha Ruess
technical sales
sales area South/West
“I firmly believe that consultation and sales should be
one and the same thing. I’ve always believed it –
even back when I used to work in IT sales. I don’t
see myself as someone just working in sales, I’m
also a consultant and partner to my customers –
I think it’s essential to get to know the customer
individually and to discover exactly what their
needs are. The most exciting part about my job is
working with some of my customers’ extremely
complex requirements. Thankfully KÖPP’s wide
range of products offers me something to suit
every customer”.

Ivan Mezzofonte
FIP(F)G production manager
Aachen plant

Numerous trade fair guests discovered KÖPP’s “Solutions in Foam” between
16 - 23 October 2013.
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“I’ve been fascinated by
FIP(F)G technology for over
a decade now. The opportunity to broaden my
expertise in process optimisation as part of a highly-qualified team working for a recognised company was both motivation and a challenge for me,
so the change wasn’t hard at all. My personal
goal and my understanding of a ‘contract foam
company’ is not just to apply a watertight seal,
but should also be an expert partner and service
provider who offers a high-quality yet economical
product to its customers. I am able to achieve this
at KÖPP thanks to the technical and chemical
options open to me, as well as the broad product
range I have at my disposal”.
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technology.special

Foamed rubber
mouldings –
3D high-tech
An “Expert in Foam” – with
over 25 years of experience
in the field, Walter Koch
(Manager of the Bovenden
plant) is responsible for skills
and the technical focus of the
highly-specialised product area
of foamed rubber mouldings.

The manufacture of 3D foamed rubber mouldings consists of a complex combination of different steps where a knowledge of all the steps
involved in rubber handling is required. The pure “rubber mixture” needs
to be adjusted to make the required contour, essential properties and
tolerances need to be complied with and the templates are configured
according to the number of parts. On top of that, we also need to take
into account all kinds of manufacturing and vulcanisation parameters.
KÖPP is one of only a handful of European manufacturers that has
been facing this kind of challenge for several decades now, over which
we have perfected the manufacture of foamed rubber mouldings.

Thanks to our expertise we are capable of
manufacturing mouldings in practically any
shape and from any type of elastomer.
As a result, the products are tailor-made to
your application and comply optimally with
your requirements.

Thanks to all the different combinations,
this material really is in a league of its own
when compared to others.
Foamed rubber mouldings have a mixed
cellular foam structure and, here’s the most
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important part: a consistent, closed outer
skin. Made out of NR, SBR EPDM, CR,
VMQ, HNBR and FPM rubber, they can be
used as seals or sound insulation, vibration
damping, flexible compensators or for
elastic storage, plus much, much more.
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Complex processing – we have the
“knack”
In the case of complicated 3D forms it’s not
just a question of pouring the mixture into
the mould and hoping it bakes like a cake
and comes out in the right shape. To ensure
complete moulding and, of course, a clean
and consistent outer surface, a series of
factors must come together perfectly.
Often, moulding consists of a workpiece
made up of several parts which needs to be

positioned correctly and then carefully
placed in the mould. This joining process
alone has a great influence on ‘perfect’
moulding and can only be done manually.
Subsequent removal from the mould and
dealing with burrs made during complicated
moulding processes can also hardly be
automated at all. The outer skin is extremely
sensitive immediately after the vulcanisation
process so we need to be very careful.
Precision, experience and having the right
“knack” are essential and can have a great
effect on the quality of the final product –
just like with all of their other products,
KÖPP relies on their employees’ expertise.
Each individual formula is decisive
For the mouldings to fit the required shapes
perfectly and to offer the characteristics
required by the customer, each formula
needs to be worked out specifically for the
piece. A decisive factor in shaping and
forming the skin is the so-called fluidity of
the base mix. The fluidity refers to a small
transitional area between plasticity and
elasticity and in which the length and
viscosity have the greatest influence on
moulding. This is something which needs
to be set right from the very beginning, as
if the mixture is too “stiff”, it sticks too much
to the outer sides of the mould which can
result in the mould not being filled properly.
On the other hand, if it is too “soft”, the
final piece will have flaws in the shape and
surface.
The delicate balance between the formula
and the processing is something which can
only come with years of experience and
continuous development. Heating the
moulds, reaching and maintaining the
correct temperature and pressure and
ensuring the right cooling cycle all need to
be carefully coordinated. Only if you have
all of these parameters correct and in
perfect balance can you be sure of a
high-quality and suitable piece.

Foamed rubber goes hi-tech
Numerous different kinds of parts moulding
can be done by combining materials. For
example, you can combine vulcanisation
with additional liners, e.g. made of Teflon.
Or a seal and slide bearing in one part, for
example on a sunroof in a car. It is possible
to incorporate metal parts or thermoset
plastics into a manufacturing step, or
bonded coatings or self-adhesive coatings
can be added afterwards. This is how we
manufacture high-tech parts for the
highest demands.

We can develop individual mixtures in
our laboratory which was extensively
refurbished in 2013. Additionally, thanks
to the intensive quality control for mixtures
we implement in our lab, we can affect
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the quality of the final part right from the
beginning. We can practically rule out
defectiveness or flaws in the final part as
a result of inhomogeneous mixing of the
components. This represents a clear
customer advantage, and not only for sensitive tasks – whatever your requirements
are for seals, whether chemical, UV, ozone,
petrol or oil resistance, or thermal stability.
We have just the right selection for any
sector.
Also for later use
Foamed rubber mouldings are also
possible once your product is finished:
we can adjust them to existing spaces. We
can achieve a high level of compressibility
thanks to the cellular structure inside the
moulding. This results in there being no
need for additional space such as would be
necessary in the case of a homogeneous
material (e.g. soft rubber).
Consultation right from the beginning
is well worth it
Even in the case of construction issues,
sponge rubber mouldings can still often be
subsequently ‘tweaked’ so that they can
still carry out the required function as part
of the whole system. However it is
advisable to select the right seal, damping
or insulation from the beginning. As a result,
our customers often include us early in the
construction phase of their components as
their “Experts in Foam.” We can then work
together to find the optimum solution:
whether it be the perfect rubber moulding
or maybe something else from our broad
product and service range. Our expertise
results in a considerably shorter construction phase, meaning that components can
be built more easily and/or in a more
optimal manner to suit your needs.
Kabelführung,
This not only saves money and
time, but
also increases thehitzebeständiges
long-term qualityFormteil
of the
aus Schaumsilicon
entire system.
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insight.interview

Herr Köpp, you became Managing Director after having
worked over 20 years for the company already.
How did your customers take your new role?
Köpp: I already knew a great deal of our customers personally.
This personal contact, e.g. at fairs, trade association meetings
and on-site was, and always has been very important to me.
The company continues to enjoy some of the good business
relationships my father and grandfather built up years ago. As
a result, my naming as Managing Director probably came as no
surprise to any of our customers – and they can continue to be
rest assured that the they can rely on both the name and the
company KÖPP. Keeping up the trust that our customers place
in us is a particular concern for me as Managing Director.
How was the change accepted within the company?
Köpp: (laughs). It’s not like the change happened overnight...
I’d been taking on more and more responsibility for a few years.
Thanks to my very close relationship with all my colleagues,
the change was seen very positively overall.

Oliver Köpp
continues in the
company tradition, but
not without the definite
intent to drive new
changes!

“A high-quality and
totally reliable partner –
always have been,
always will be!”
So what would you say has actually changed?
Köpp: The company has been subject to many far-reaching
changes, much the same as other family companies with a
similar structure to ours. The changes and challenges from the
market itself and its constant shift to becoming more international
is just one of them. And it demands more from us and from our
employees. This was why it was so important for me to develop
each and every individual’s skills further. We have initiated training,
invested a great deal in further training and have always kept at
the back of our mind how we can make what we have better and
better.

Oliver Köpp grew up at KÖPP. As a child he
used to play football out in the yard whenever
his father had to come into work on a Saturday. At 15 he took a summer job working in
manufacturing here and after he left school he
began his training as an industrial sales manager with the company. After completing his
military service and intensive additional training
abroad, he returned home and learnt very
quickly from his father Werner that “as a son
you’re expected to give more than 100% all
the time”. After all, Werner Köpp had learnt the
same lesson himself back in 1957 when he
joined the company as the son of its founder,
Wilhelm Köpp.
Oliver Köpp has now worked 6 years alongside
Achim Raab as the Managing Director of the
company. After our interview with Achim Raab
in issue 6, insight. now speaks to Oliver Köpp
about his experience, his philosophy and his
goals.

And how did that go? Was it a success?
Köpp: Looking back I’m glad to say the changes were overwhelmingly positive and we left practically nobody at all behind when
moving forward with the development programme. The greatest
success is that not only we, but also our customers, have clearly
recognised how both the employees and the company as a
whole are in a continuous improvement process. In my opinion,
this is how we can guarantee the company’s future success.
What do you think are the main points for this development?
Köpp: Of course in the positioning of our company with regards
to foams (whether cellular rubber, PE foam, foamed rubber or
FIP(F)G), developing new (also international) markets, and last
but not least placing the emphasis on our core competence as
a materials manufacturer.
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But KÖPP has always been a manufacturer. Or was that
wrong?
Köpp: Yes, we have always been manufacturers. But we want to
start producing much more ourselves again. This ensures we can
remain independent. We’ve had the skills to do this for decades
now. We’ve been investing heavily for quite some time now in
our foamed and cellular rubber manufacturing – in production
facilities, the laboratory and in the different regional offices.
What advantages have the wide product range meant for you?
Köpp: The past has shown us that our range has been helpful
in getting over several crises – most recently the financial crash
in 2009. Many of the other companies in our sector that were
focussed too specifically on one product have found themselves
in serious difficulty, even though the crisis was actually a banking
or financial one. Companies that only worked with the automotive
sector have been practically brought to the brink of extinction –
and some have not made it. Thanks to its wide product and
customer range, KÖPP has managed to steer its way through
this crisis relatively unscathed.
Your predecessors acted alone as Managing Directors. How
do you find working in tandem at the top with Achim Raab?
Köpp: This arrangement is really advantageous all round.
Achim Raab is a specialised accountant and so can manage the
financial side, whereas my focus lies firmly in sales and technology.
We can put our professional expertise together when making
investment decisions and so come to an answer quickly. The
general lack of investment in the years coming up to 2008 also
affected us, but we sorted that out very quickly indeed. We
invested in buildings, machinery, expertise and, last but by no
means least, additional expert staff. In my opinion that is the
most decisive change that is a direct result of both Achim Raab
and myself taking over the running of the company. Both customer
and employee alike have found it to be very positive indeed.

‘

Our USP – this concept everyone’s always
talking about – was and still is offering our
customers the optimal solution for them based
on the wide range of possibilities we offer.”

Oliver Köpp, Managing Director

Has the company’s philosophy also changed as a result over
the last six years?
Köpp: I would say basically no. The name KÖPP is a guarantee
for high-quality products, for personalised solutions, for a broad
variety, for service excellence and for competent advice. Our USP –
this concept everyone’s always talking about – was and still is
offering our customers the optimal solution for them based on
the wide range of possibilities we offer. “Experts in Foam” – our
new slogan – sums up more than ever our company philosophy.
Making this clearer to our customers is one of my short-term
goals.
So to the long term. How do you see KÖPP in 25 years’ time?
Köpp: Stronger, and more global. Rubber will always remain our
core business. Possible even our only business. Building up our
knowledge at our other sites will certainly also become a decisive
factor and an important pillar holding up our business in the
coming years: expertise never goes out of fashion. I’m sure that
in 25 years’ time we’ll still be right at the top thanks to our wide
range of high-quality products and individual solutions.
Is that your vision?
Köpp: (laughs) As Helmut Schmidt once said: “Anyone that has
visions should go and see the doctor.” No, that opinion is something for politicians, not for businesspeople where such an idea
can be disastrous. Vision is the transformation from the present
into the future. If you don’t have vision – and this is something
my father always taught me – then you will be making the wrong
decisions. This is why we’re already, just as I mentioned before,
investing in the future of the company. Continuing the success
story started by my grandfather 75 years ago is something that
is very close to my heart.
And what does Oliver Köpp like to do outside the office?
What balances your work life in your spare time?
Köpp: I am basically a very optimistic person – the glass is
always half full, never half empty. That means that I hardly ever
suffer from stress. Of course I’m always very busy, but luckily
I don’t ever find that a strain – so I don’t really need so much of
the “balance” you refer to. However I do play golf – and I really
enjoy every moment. It really relaxes me.
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news

Evolving expertise
This is how Wilhelm Köpp described the
launch of cellular rubber onto the German
market in his “History of porous and cellular
products made of rubber and plastics”
printed in 1963. Based on the technical
capabilities and in the style characteristic
of the 60s, this manual written by
Wilhelm Köpp would become an important
contribution to bringing order and structure,
clarification and expert knowledge to the
sector. It was becoming increasingly
important for the industrial society in
Germany after the war and there were still

“In the years between the
wars, there was this foamed
rubber product which [...]
had a closed-cell structure
and so exhibited such
fundamentally different
properties than sponge rubber
and open cell foamed rubber
that it attracted a great deal
of attention. That product was
cellular rubber.”

only very few companies with the required
expertise. Thanks to his feeling for technical
developments and trends, his vision never
wavered from the future, as it was clear to
him that cellular and porous rubber and
plastics would be the future of industry in
several fields.
Today, more than 50 years later, these
products have still not lost their importance
or appeal – quite the opposite. There is no
sector in industry, whether it be mechanical
engineering or automobiles, modern
appliances or energy-efficient
insulated buildings, that cannot
survive without this type of
product. As a result, real
expertise in the area is highly
sought after.
For this very reason, and to
celebrate our 75th anniversary,
we have decided to re-issue
this manual in a new, digital
form as a homage to our
founder Wilhelm Köpp and as
a sign to our customers and
partners that our skills and
expertise are the result of years
of accumulated and cultivated
experience.
We hope you enjoy this
“History of porous and cellular
products made of rubber and
plastics” as much as we do.
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